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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of transforming business specifications written

in natural language into formal models suitable for use in information systems

development. It proposes a method for transforming controlled natural language

specifications based on the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules

standard. This approach is unique in combining techniques from Model-Driven

Engineering (MDE), Cognitive Linguistics, and Knowledge-based Configuration,

which allows the reliable semantic processing of specifications and integration

with existing MDE tools to improve productivity, quality, and time-to-market in

software development. The method first learns the vocabulary of the specification

from glossary-like definitions then parses the rules of the specification and

outputs the resulting formal SBVR model. Both aspects of the method are

tested separately, with the system correctly learning 98% of the vocabulary

and correctly interpreting 98% of the rules of an SBVR SE based example.

Finally, the proposed method is compared to state-of-the-art approaches for

creating formal models from natural language specifications, arguing that it

meets the criteria necessary to fulfil the three goals of: (1) shifting control of

specification to non-technical business experts, (2) reducing the manual effort

involved in formalising specifications, and (3) supporting business experts in

creating well-formed sets of business vocabularies and rules.
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1. Introduction

The transformation from natural language business specifications into formal

models is an ongoing problem in the development of information systems. While it

is desirable to have domain experts develop and maintain the business vocabulary

and logic themselves, there is a gap between the natural language descriptions5

preferred by business people (the domain experts) and the formal models required

by technical experts for requirements analysis, consistency checking, compliance

checking, model transformations, etc. Manual translation and verification of

the natural language text, even by technical experts, is time consuming and

error-prone. Furthermore, the resultant formal model requires validation by the10

domain experts who most likely do not know the formal notation and must be

trained to use it.

To address these issues and improve the communication of specifications to

technical experts, standards such as the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and

Business Rules (SBVR) [1] have been proposed. SBVR attempts to reach a15

middle ground by providing a controlled English (SBVR Structured English)

representation for business people and a metamodel, with a basis in formal

logic, for technical experts. SBVR represents a shift of focus from a technical

perspective of business rules (see [2, 3]) to a business perspective as ‘it is

conceptualized optimally for business people . . . and is designed to be used for20

business purposes, independent of information systems designs’ [1, p. 3]. However,

when using SBVR, it is still a difficult task to define complete sets of well-formed

concepts and rules governing a business [4], so tools that can assist the user in

formalising their concepts and rules are a necessity.

Various tools and approaches have been proposed for creating models from25

natural language specifications. Early work (e.g. [5, 6]) focused on identifying

the object-oriented elements (i.e. classes, associations, attributes, and methods)

of a software specification given in unrestricted natural language for use in

information systems design. More recently, SBVR-based tools (e.g. [7, 8, 9])

have been proposed for the extraction or formalisation of business rules at a30

higher level. Yet other approaches focus on extracting specific business aspects,

such as business processes, from unrestricted texts (e.g. [10]). Each of these

approaches have their pros and cons. Approaches for processing unrestricted

text are predominantly automated, but produce incomplete or inaccurate models

that require extensive manual revision and validation. On the other hand, more35

formal approaches (including many of those based on SBVR Structured English)

often provide supporting tools and editors, but require manual interpretation

and translation (usually by a technical expert) of the business specification into

the formal notation of the tool.
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To address this, our aim is to provide a method of semi-automating the40

translation of business specifications into formal models that fulfils three goals:

1. allow business people to develop, maintain, and validate their business

specifications with minimal intervention from technical experts;

2. support business users in formalising their business specifications as well-

formed sets of business vocabularies and rules; and45

3. reduce the amount of manual effort involved in formalising business speci-

fications.

The first goal is particularly important as, according to SBVR, a business rule

is ‘a rule that is under business jurisdiction’ [1, p. 8]. This means that business

rules can be added, removed, or modified at the discretion of the business [7].50

Therefore, the focus of tools needs to shift from allowing technical experts to

have business people validate the formal models, to allowing business people to

create and maintain formal models themselves.

This leads naturally to the second goal. If we want business people, who are

used to specifying things informally, to formalise their specifications themselves,55

then we need to be able to support them in creating explicit and unambiguous

formal models. Consequently, high quality feedback on ambiguities, inconsisten-

cies, and errors is important to enable domain experts to revise the models until

they represent the intended meaning.

The third goal aims to minimise the manual effort of existing processes as60

much as possible. Therefore, in achieving the first two goals, existing business

specifications should not have to be completely rewritten, new specifications

should not have to be written in a highly particular or technical form, and

the analysis and translation of the text into formal models should be highly

automated.65

In [11], we presented an approach to fulfil these goals that focused on the

transformation from (controlled) natural language business specifications into

their formal representation in SBVR. We used SBVR as the starting point for

both the natural language business specifications and the formal representation

as it is intended for use by business people and helps to reduce ambiguity,70

ensure strict semantics, and provide a more direct logical interpretation of the

text. We then introduced a novel combination of techniques from Cognitive

Linguistics, Knowledge-based Configuration, and Model-Driven Engineering

(MDE) to iteratively build a formal SBVR model of the vocabulary and rules

contained within the business specification. Finally, we argued that this approach75

combines the advantages of alternative approaches and meets specific criteria

(such as naturalness, expressiveness, parsing completeness, etc.) required to

achieve the goals mentioned above.
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In this paper we revise and extend the work presented in [11]. We have

introduced a clearer overview of approaches to creating models from textual80

specifications in Section 3, including additional approaches. Furthermore, we

have expanded the description of the approach (Section 5) with additional

examples and incorporated multiple new heuristics that help to optimise the

parsing process. Finally, a new evaluation section has been included (Section 6)

that presents experimental results on the application of our prototype for SBVR85

to the EU-Rent case study discussed in the motivating example.

The contributions of our approach include the following:

1. Flexible syntactic analysis to allow the processing of less restricted text

than many controlled natural languages;

2. Direct integration of semantic analysis into the parsing process enabling:90

(a) detailed feedback on errors and inconsistencies in the specification,

(b) non-technical users to revise and formalise the specification themselves,

and (c) the identification of missing or incorrect vocabulary and the

suggestion of corrections during processing;

3. Specification of formal vocabulary in a glossary-like format without the95

need for technical notations.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces a

motivating example that is based on the EU-Rent case study and used throughout

the remainder of the paper; Section 3 provides an overview of existing techniques

for generating models from natural language specifications; Section 4 briefly100

introduces SBVR, Knowledge-based Configuration, and Cognitive Grammar;

Section 5 describes our approach to parsing natural language business specifica-

tions; Section 6 presents an evaluation of the proposed approach on the EU-Rent

example included in the SBVR specification; and Section 7 discusses directions

for future work and concludes the paper.105

2. Motivating Example

Business specifications are documents detailing the terms and requirements

of the business in the form of business rules [2]. While we assume that an

organisation already has some existing documentation or specification, it is not a

requirement. The process is equally applicable to an organisation that wants to110

formalise their business specification from scratch. Moreover, while we focus on

business users, our approach does not preclude a collaborative or agile approach

involving multiple stakeholders. It is likely that the process will still require a

business analyst or requirements engineer who can ‘ask the right questions’ to

elicit requirements that the business users take for granted (or are otherwise115
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EU-Rent is a car rental company owned by EU-Corporation. It is one of three organisation

units—the other two being hotels and an airline—that each has its own business and IT

systems, but with a shared customer base. Many of the car rental customers also fly with

EU-Fly and stay at EU-Stay hotels.

EU-Rent has 1000 branches in towns in several countries. At each branch cars are

available for rental to customers. Each branch is part of a local area responsible for

managing their respective branches. The local area managers form part of a company

operating out of a specific country.

The company operating out of Canada is EU-Rent CA.

Figure 1: EU-Rent case study overview based on [2]

EU-Rent Business Rules

Structural Rules

Each branch is part of a local area.

Each local area is included in an operating company.

Each operating company operates out of a specific country.

. . .

Figure 2: Semi-formalised EU-Rent business rules

left implicit). Moreover, since our approach works by incrementally building

and checking the formal model, it fits naturally into an iterative process (such

as the Agile Business Rules Approach [3]) where the vocabulary and rules are

incrementally defined, refined and extended in scope.

In the remainder of the paper we consider the EU-Rent case study, developed120

by the Business Rules Group, of a fictitious car rental company with global

presence [2, Annex D]. Figure 1, describes aspects of EU-Rent’s business structure

and locations.

The overview in Figure 1 is an informal summary. In contrast, it is expected

that business rules are documented in a more structured fashion: for example,125

by dividing the document into sections and separating individual rules. Such

semi-formalisation can regularly be seen in legal, policy, guideline, and technical

documents in which sections, lists, etc. are used to structure the information.

This document structure can be used to help process the business specification.

Figure 2 illustrates a semi-formal specification for the EU-Rent case study.130

A glossary of terms containing the definitions of the business vocabulary

is also helpful in processing the specification. Although [2] does not include a

glossary for the EU-Rent case study, glossaries are a common element of business

and technical documentation, and an important aspect of formalising a business

specification (as evidenced by its incorporation into the SBVR standard). A135

glossary to accompany the EU-Rent extract may appear similar to that displayed
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Glossary of Terms

branch an organisational unit responsible for renting cars to customers

local area an organisational unit responsible for managing a group of branches

operating company

an EU-Rent member company that performs EU-Rent business in a specific country

Figure 3: Semi-formalised EU-Rent business vocabulary

in Figure 3.

The goal, then, is to translate these sets of natural language rules and their

accompanying glossary (i.e. the business specification) into formal models. The

models can then be used to support the development of information systems and140

the improvement of the specifications themselves.

3. Related Work

In this section we provide an overview of approaches to transforming natural

language specifications into formal models. We have identified three main cate-

gories of approaches: (1) those that perform a complete parse of a specification145

using a formal grammar, (2) those that process unrestricted texts using Informa-

tion Extraction (IE) techniques, and (3) those that perform a complete parse of

the sentence without necessarily using formal grammars. Most approaches fall

into the first and second categories, while only a few fall into the third (including

our own).150

3.1. Formalist Approaches

The first category is characterised by parsing controlled natural language

using a formalist approach, in which a formal language is simplified to make

it more accessible to non-experts [12]. Formalist approaches provide complete

parsing of a specification with respect to their formal grammar, which results in155

reduced naturalness of the text. Due to the strict requirements of the grammar

and its basis in a formal language, greater manual effort is necessary to translate

specifications into the language and the user must have more technical knowledge

of the underlying formalism.

In an attempt to overcome the knowledge and effort requirements of the160

formalism, Formalist approaches are often tool-driven. They provide editors

that embed parsers generated from their formal grammar (see [7, 13, 4, 14, 9])

or graphical user interfaces that guide the user through the creation of rules

(see [15, 16]). One advantage of such approaches is that they often include

text prediction or ‘code-completion’ features. Moreover, while they perform165
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no semantic analysis to parse a sentence, they can often validate the produced

model either after each rule is entered or at the request of the user (e.g. [7, 4, 9]).

In the case of [17], the authors use an OWL reasoner on the transformed model

to check its consistency.

The more general knowledge representation approaches, PENG Light [18, 19]170

and Attempto Controlled English (ACE) [20], also provide predictive editors.

Where they differ is in the complexity of the language that they process, allowing

elements such as anaphoric reference in the text. Moreover, they take some

semantic information into account to produce their output formalisms, but

leave the complete semantics for further processing and reasoning. As general175

knowledge representation languages, PENG Light and ACE are not particularly

suited to business specifications (even though ACE was initially applied to

software specifications, see [21]). In particular, PENG Light lacks expressiveness

with respect to modality, while ACE has the characteristic that all sentences

are unambiguous even if deemed ambiguous to the user. This characteristic180

requires the user to learn a specific set of interpretation rules to ensure they

are interpreting the sentences in the same way as ACE. Whereas we prefer an

approach that identifies the ambiguity and reformulates it into an unambiguous

form that is intuitive to the user.

Another approach in the formalist category is NL-OOPS [5], which attempted185

to produce object-oriented models from unrestricted text. It is considered for-

malist as the underlying natural language processing engine, LOLITA, depended

primarily on a very large formal grammar (rather than the Information Extrac-

tion approaches of the following section). Where NL-OOPS differs from the other

approaches is that it performed a deep semantic analysis of the text (courtesy190

of LOLITA’s extensive semantic network containing many lexical and semantic

relations), from which it extracted the object-oriented elements. However, the

approach was never fully evaluated and, along with the underlying NLP engine,

is no longer available to the best of our knowledge.

3.2. Information Extraction Approaches195

The second category encompasses approaches that use IE techniques to

process natural language specifications. These approaches utilise rules, patterns,

or templates to identify objects and relations in unrestricted textual specifications,

usually to produce initial models that can be used as a basis of understanding

and refinement (see [6, 22, 23, 24, 25, 10, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]). While the exact200

rules vary, they typically recognise common nouns or noun phrases as candidate

types, proper nouns as individuals, verbs as possible relations, and adjectives

as possible attributes. Moreover, the approaches tend to differ on how they

filter the candidates to remove spurious types and relations. Although the exact
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models produced are varied, many approaches utilise intermediate models from205

which they produce the final models (see [6, 23, 24, 10, 26]). This is important

as the final model, for example UML Class or Activity models do not necessarily

capture all of the information.

The advantage of IE approaches is that they perform completely automated

analysis of the documents (except [24] and the semi-automatic mode of [6]), so210

there is no manual translation required on the part of the user. However, the IE

approaches typically perform shallow and incomplete parsing using rules that

search for syntactic patterns and ignore parts of a sentence to extract elements.

As a result, it is difficult to provide in-depth feedback to the user about possible

errors, ambiguities, or inconsistencies in the documents or produced models.215

To circumvent this, some approaches require that the user provide a domain

model (e.g. [31, 8, 29] or glossary (e.g. [26, 27, 32]). In particular, the work of

[29] uses a domain model to provide deep analysis; however, it requires increased

effort and technical knowledge to provide a complete and consistent domain

model in the first place, thereby eliminating the benefits gained by using IE220

techniques.

One particularly promising approach is that of [23], in which structural and

behavioural models are created from a pair of intermediate models: a tabular

representation of subject, predicate, object triples and a semantic network of

directed relations. While their approach appears to utilise the desired information225

of rules (e.g. modality, quantification, etc.) in order to identify them, it appears

that they are not formalised in the produced models. For example, their Hybrid

Activity Diagrams (a cross between UML Activity and Sequence diagrams)

appear to include conditions only as simple text. As such it is useful as a simple

analysis tool, but not a method of formalising business specifications.230

Finally, the major drawback for IE-based approaches is their variable per-

formance. For example, in [6] precision and recall across several simple case

study texts ranged between 40-100% for recall and 57-80% for precision, while

in [25] ranges of 75-93% recall and 82-93% precision were reported. While such

measures are a contentious issue, since there is usually not a single correct model,235

it highlights the difficulty of acquiring complete and precise models from text. If

an approach aims to use the models for further automated transformations, it is

perhaps better to ensure that precise and correct models are first created that

more directly represent the logical meaning of the text.

3.3. Naturalist Approaches240

The third category contains only a few approaches, of which we consider ours

to be one. They are characterised by performing complete parsing while not

relying on a typical formal grammar. To various degrees, the approaches of this
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category attempt to gain the benefits of both the formalist approaches (precise

analysis) and the IE approaches (ability to process less restricted documents).245

The approach of [33] produces SBVR models and UML Class diagrams

through a series of transformations starting from natural language text. Like

our approach, their parsing is performed using configuration; however, they

utilise configuration as a more flexible means of generating traditional syntactic

parse trees while performing semantic analysis based on the SBVR model as250

an additional step. In contrast, we use configuration on the domain knowledge

stored in the SBVR model itself, effectively integrating the knowledge into the

parser to perform more direct semantic analysis of a sentence. Moreover, the

method of processing the text into the models for configuration is left unspecified

in [33], while we utilise flexible expectation-based parsing for that purpose.255

Lastly, their approach requires a domain specific lexicon containing detailed

linguistic information that goes beyond what a business user should be expected

to provide.

The CPL language [12] is similar to ACE and PENG Light in that it is more

of a general knowledge representation language. In contrast to those formalist260

approaches, it surrounds a formalist core with a naturalist shell to gain the

benefits of both languages. As a result it performs complete parsing, but can have

reduced writing naturalness if the user must resort to using the core language.

Like the other knowledge representation languages, it does not support the level

of expressiveness required for business specifications. Finally, CPL relies on a265

pre-defined ontology to correctly interpret sentences, rather than attempting to

acquire the vocabulary and relations from the documentation itself.

An approach that is very similar to our own in both motivation and technique

is CIRCE [34]. Their approach uses matching rules augmented with semantic tags

to process natural language specifications; however, it provides complete parsing270

in that it reports unmatched portions of text. Furthermore, they aim to provide

significant feedback to support the user in developing a complete, correct, and

unambiguous specification. While their software environment is more extensive,

supporting various output models and analyses to provide feedback, CIRCE

requires a domain specific glossary and rules (which they called definitions)275

provided in a technical notation to perform the parsing of natural language.

Therefore, it is deemed inappropriate for use by our target audience of business

and domain experts.

3.4. Summary

In summary, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no existing280

approach to transforming natural language business specifications into formal

models that can achieve our aims. The formalist approaches require too much
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rework to be done on behalf of the business experts we aim to support. On the

other hand, Information Extraction approaches are only suitable for the creation

of “first-cut” models that must be manually validated and refined as they could285

be incomplete, incorrect, or imprecise.

The approach that comes closest to our aims is CIRCE; however, their

focus is on assisting technical users in specifying software specifications. As a

result, CIRCE is not suitable for use by business users since it requires technical

knowledge to be used effectively.290

4. Preliminaries

In the following, we briefly introduce SBVR, Cognitive Grammar, and

Knowledge-based Configuration as the foundations of our approach.

4.1. Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules

The Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules [1] is a standard295

developed by the Object Management Group (OMG) for the documentation of

business specifications in natural languages and their exchange between different

organisations and software tools. It is intended for use by business people

to improve communication between stakeholders and bridge the gap between

business people and the IT people (technical experts) who develop information300

systems for them. Moreover, SBVR is an ideal intermediate model for several

reasons: (1) it supports information on both business structure and its operations

(specified declaratively rather than the imperative style of an explicit process);

(2) it can be used to create or complement other models (such as UML Class

Diagrams, BPMN models, etc.) through model transformations; and (3) it partly305

retains the textual structure of the specification, improving traceability to the

original text.

The SBVR specification includes two important aspects: (1) a conceptual

model, and (2) a controlled English representation called SBVR Structured

English.310

4.1.1. SBVR Metamodel

The conceptual model (and associated MOF-based metamodel) of SBVR

standardises a set of concepts for the definition of business vocabularies and

rules. It constitutes the semantics of a controlled language, allowing the defined

business specifications to be interpreted with reduced ambiguity. In particular,315

SBVR can be interpreted in formal logic; primarily first-order logic with an

extension in modal logic (necessity, obligation, permission, possibility), and

higher-order logic using Henkin semantics [1]. This basis in formal logic supports

various forms of reasoning, consistency and conformance checking.
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Within the metamodel, ‘Meanings and Representations’ form the basis for320

defining the vocabulary as a set of interrelated object types2 (e.g. ‘branch’,

‘local area’), individual concepts (e.g. ‘EU-Rent’, ‘Canada’), and fact types (e.g.

‘includes’/‘is included in’). The meanings are separated from representations

to allow a single concept to be represented by multiple words (in the same or

different languages), images, or sounds. The core elements of the ‘Meanings325

and Representations’ are shown in Figure 4; lines with an empty triangle are

subclass-of relationships, while lines with an open arrow are associations between

concepts.

Figure 4: Extract of the SBVR metamodel [1]: Meanings and Representations

The ‘Logical Formulations’ aspect of the metamodel forms the semantic

structure of business rules as a conceptualisation of formal logic. The metamodel330

includes concepts for first-order logical operators (e.g. conjunction, implication),

quantification (e.g. universal quantification, existential quantification), and modal

operators (e.g. necessity, obligation). An extract of the ‘Logical Formulations’

aspect of the metamodel is shown in Figure 5 (the dotted lines indicate that

elements have been omitted).335

4.1.2. SBVR Structured English

SBVR Structured English (SBVR SE) is a non-normative notation for ex-

pressing business vocabularies and rules with SBVR semantics. It constitutes

the syntax of a controlled language that ‘. . . maps mechanically to SBVR con-

cepts’ [1, p. 237]; however, it does not eliminate ambiguity. SBVR SE is mainly340

described by restrictions to standard English and, from the linguistic point of

view, SBVR SE has a number of features, including:

1. verbose expressions with deeply nested clauses and long dependencies

between linguistic elements;

2We use sans-serif font to denote concepts from the SBVR metamodel.
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Figure 5: Extract of the SBVR metamodel [1]: Logical Formulations

2. a high degree of polysemy (e.g. ‘local area includes branch’ and ‘company345

includes local area’ are considered semantically different relations);

3. negation always has local scope;

4. modalities always have wide scope;

5. quantification scope is restricted, but not deterministic, and must be

resolved;350

6. anaphoric reference (i.e. forward or backward references to the mention of

an object) is limited to within each rule and to typed references (e.g. ‘the

branch’ can be used to refer back to a previous mention of ‘branch’, while

‘it’ is not allowed);

7. repeated subjects and verbs can be omitted from logical expressions (e.g.355

in ‘a branch has a name and [the branch has] a country’ the expression in

square brackets is optional).

Many of these features reduce ambiguity; however, other features and their

combinations may lead to increased ambiguity or other issues. For example,

restrictions to the scope of negations help reduce ambiguity, while the distant360

dependencies created by deeply nested clauses are problematic in natural language

processing. Furthermore, combining a high degree of polysemy (2) with omitted

verbs (7) leads to a complicated situation where the verb is considered the same

from the point of view of the user, but semantically different from that of the

computer.365

An SBVR SE specification is separated into sections for vocabulary and rules.

The vocabulary section takes the form of a detailed glossary with elements such

as notes, examples, synonyms, general concept, concept type, etc.; many of

which are optional. A vocabulary entry can also include structural rules directly

related to the given term. The rules section consists of individual rule statements,370
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which can include additional guidance information, notes, etc. These additional

elements can help in correctly processing the specification; however, they are

not strictly necessary as many are intended as additional information for the

people reading the specification, not the computer.

SBVR SE uses text styling (bold, italics, colour, etc.) in order to differentiate375

elements of a business specification that map to different elements of an SBVR

model. When performed automatically by the system, this can aid a user

in determining whether or not the vocabulary and rules have been correctly

interpreted. The following styles are used in this paper to demonstrate the

intended SBVR interpretation of statements. Although similar to the styles380

defined in [1], we forgo the use of colour and more clearly delineate keywords

with dotted underlining.

• underlined terms represent the designations of object types

• Names represent the designations of individual concepts

• italicised verbs represent the designations of fact types385

• . . . . . . . . . .keywords represent words forming statements when combined with other

words and that typically map to logical formulations, and

We use SBVR SE as a starting point for processing natural language into

SBVR models for several reasons: (1) it is intended for use by business users;

(2) it has a relatively straightforward mapping to SBVR semantics, described390

in [1, Annex C]; (3) it is not overly restricted, allowing rules to be expressed

quite freely in a number of ways; and (4) it is the notation used by the SBVR

specification itself, providing access to a reasonably sized case study in [1, Annex

E].

4.2. Cognitive Grammar395

For our natural language processing approach, we make use of a theory from

the field of Cognitive Linguistics called Cognitive Grammar [35]. This theory

merges syntax, semantics, and pragmatics into a holistic view of language and

provides a uniform treatment of linguistic elements that are traditionally treated

separately. As a result, traditional syntactic elements (e.g. the part-of-speech400

categories noun, verb, adjective, etc.) and grammar rules emerge from semantics

as regions of a multi-dimensional continuum.

The emergence of traditional syntactic elements from meaning provides the

advantage of making semantic analysis the primary aspect of the process, while

syntactic analysis is reduced to word-order information evoking possible meanings.405

Therefore, in Cognitive Grammar-based language processing traditional syntax is
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taken into account (directly or indirectly) in parallel with other disambiguation

tasks. This allows us to avoid the problem of propagating errors from, for example,

part-of-speech tagging (a traditional syntactic analysis step) throughout further

analysis [36]. Finally, this approach allows the definition of vocabulary to be410

simplified for domain experts as complex linguistic information is not required.

4.3. Knowledge-based Configuration

Knowledge-based Configuration is a constraint-based search method tradi-

tionally used to compose a customised system from generic components [37].

A configurator requires two things: (1) a description of the problem and its415

constraints, i.e. the configuration model; and (2) user preferences and constraints

on the desired configuration, i.e. the configuration goal. Using this information

the configurator can then produce one or more configurations that satisfy the

constraints, or a description of why one cannot be found. As such, configuration

is a natural fit for Cognitive Grammar and searching for the meaning(s) of420

natural language sentences, which allows the embedding of knowledge in the

parser and building on it during processing.

In the context of MDE, configuration can be seen as an advanced model

transformation that requires searching for the target model, as opposed to

deterministically generating it [33]. This technique, called model search in425

[38], utilises two versions of the metamodel; the original and a metamodel

where all of the constraints have been relaxed (i.e. minimum cardinalities are

reduced to zero, predicates are removed, etc.). The model transformation is

then the process of searching for a terminal model that satisfies the constraints

of the constrained metamodel based on an input, relaxed terminal model. In430

this case the description of the problem and its constraints is provided by the

metamodel(s), while the configuration goal is provided by a partial configuration

that is the relaxed terminal model.

5. Cognitive Linguistic Configuration

In this section we describe the process and architecture of Cognitive Linguistic435

Configuration as it is realised in our prototype tool CLUE. We first provide an

overview of our approach, followed by a more detailed description of the different

stages of the analysis.

5.1. Process Overview

A view of our process as part of a possible organisational workflow is sum-440

marised in Figure 6. The workflow is shown in Figure 6a, while the translation
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(a) Overall workflow

(b) Details of subprocess (3) ‘Process Vocabulary and Rules’

Figure 6: A possible workflow using our approach and details of the parsing process

process of CLUE is detailed in Figure 6b. The activities are numbered for

reference purposes.

The process starts whenever the organisation has some rules they wish to

specify; this could be due to changes to policies or the business environment,445

or due to wanting to formalise their rules for the first time. A business person

then goes about defining (or updating) the business vocabulary and rules of the

organisation (1). We do not require the use of SBVR SE structure, rather, we

allow the use of the organisation’s preferred style and format. This helps to

minimise the manual work required in formalising a business specification. If450

the document format varies too widely, however, a technical expert3 may be

3While we show the technical expert as part of the organisation, this is not necessarily the

case.
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required to assist in customising the rules that identify the different elements of

the document (2).

Once formatting issues are dealt with, the vocabulary and rules are processed

by our system (3), which is expanded in Figure 6b. First, the different parts of455

the business specification are identified using tokenisation, sentence splitting,

and rules for identifying structural elements of the document (e.g. vocabulary

and rule entries). The tokenisation and sentence splitting are performed using

standard components of GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [39],

while the customised rules identify the document structure.460

Next, a component of our prototype (realised as a GATE plugin) creates a

preliminary SBVR model by processing the vocabulary entries of the specification.

This SBVR model allows the syntactic and semantic processing of the rules to

occur and is incrementally revised as rules are parsed. Our GATE plugin then

performs syntactic analysis of the document using the expectation-based parsing465

approach described in Section 5.3.1.

Following the syntactic analysis process, the semantic analysis sub-process

takes the syntactic analysis and partial SBVR model and calls the configurator,

a Smalltalk implementation of a “generative constraint satisfaction” solver [40],

to perform model search. If successful, the result is an interpretation of the470

rule(s) as a valid SBVR model. However, if the configuration fails, the errors

and inconsistencies are analysed for any that can be resolved automatically. If

possible, the errors are corrected and the specification is reprocessed to ensure

consistency.

After processing the specification, the results (including any errors that could475

not be automatically resolved and any corrections that were made) are presented

to the user for review; stage (4) of Figure 6a. The user can then make changes

if necessary and reprocess the document, returning to (1), which updates the

generated SBVR model and provides further feedback. This cycle will continue

until no more changes need to be made.480

After the business user has resolved any issues with the specification, the

SBVR model will be provided to the technical experts to support the devel-

opment of an information system (5). It can then undergo automated model

transformations or otherwise be used to develop Platform Independent Models

(PIMs) in accordance with the Model-Driven Architecture [41]. For example,485

model transformations could be used to create UML models, rules for execution

on a rules engine, etc.

5.2. Vocabulary Learning

The “Vocabulary Learning” process creates a preliminary SBVR model and

lexicon from the glossary. Like a standard glossary, a basic vocabulary entry490
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Figure 7: SBVR model of the example vocabulary. Grey dotted arrows indicate relations

between different vocabulary entries.

includes the word (or phrase) and its definition. The initial lexicon is acquired

as follows:

1. Add temporary lexical entries: For each vocabulary entry identified in

the document a temporary lexical entry is created without any associated

semantics.495

2. Disambiguate concept types: For each temporary lexical entry, it is

determined which main category of SBVR concept type it is most likely to

be, i.e. object type, individual concept, or fact type (or one of their subtypes).

The heuristics used to make these determinations and the potential issues

involved in using them are discussed below.500

3. Create the semantic representations: Templates for SBVR concept

types are then used to create the model elements for each concept. The

separate vocabulary entries are also linked appropriately, for example, the

roles of fact types are connected to the object types that they range over.

Figure 7 shows an example of vocabulary defined as an SBVR model.505

4. Add mappings to the lexicon: Each temporary lexical entry is then

linked to its semantic representation. Synonyms are mapped to the same

semantic representation.

A number of features of the lexical entries are taken into account when

disambiguating which concept type(s) apply to them, including:510

• capitalisation
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• the number of placeholders/roles identified

• the positions of any identified placeholders in the expression

• any explicitly specified concept types

• any general concept; either specified as part of a definition or defined using515

an explicit field of the entry

• whether or not the entry has been specified as the concept type for another

entry (this occurs when categorising vocabulary entries)

Differentiating between object types and individual concepts is primarily

performed through the use of capitalisation consistent with normal English.520

Ambiguity may arise if the name of an individual concept is included in the term

of an object type. For example, ‘EU-Rent operating company’ may be considered

an individual concept, as it begins with a capital, when it is actually an object type

representing an EU-Rent owned company operating in a particular country. This

ambiguity can be resolved using other fields, if present. For example, the type525

could be disambiguated through a synonym that is clearly an object type, such

as ‘operating company’ for ‘EU-Rent operating company’. Finally, subsequent

parsing of the definitions and rules may identify an inconsistency in the term’s

usage and update the lexical entry accordingly. For example, the definition of

‘EU-Rent CA’ is ‘. . .the EU-Rent operating company . . . .that is located in Canada’,530

which only makes sense if ‘EU-Rent operating company’ is interpreted as an

object type.

To distinguish fact types, the placeholders (i.e. terms for object types) included

in them are identified. For example, the fact type ‘branch is included in local

area’ contains two placeholders: ‘branch’ and ‘local area’. A fact type can include535

one, two, or more placeholders for characteristics (i.e. unary fact types), binary fact

types, and other fact types, respectively.

This method may introduce an ambiguity between characteristics and object

types where a prefix matches another term. For example, the object type ‘EU-Rent

operating company’ could be identified as the characteristic ‘EU-Rent operating540

company ’. Conversely, if a term has been omitted from the vocabulary, a fact

type could be identified as an object type or as a fact type with one less placeholder.

In these situations, other fields may clarify the intended type of the vocabulary

entry. Otherwise, the processing of the definition and/or rules may identify

inconsistencies in its usage and update the lexical entry accordingly. For example,545

if ‘local area’ were not included in the vocabulary, ‘branch is included in local

area’ would be identified as a characteristic. This would lead to an inconsistency

with the rule ‘ . . . . .Each branch is included in . . . . . . .exactly. . . . .one local area’, where the
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‘. . . . . . . .exactly . . . .one’ causes a separation in the characteristic and indicates that ‘local

area’ should be defined as an object type.550

This approach does not depend on any external lexical resources, which

provides two benefits: (1) the process focuses on the intended, domain specific

meaning of terms rather than the potentially dozens of meanings in a general

purpose resource, and (2) domain specific terms that do not exist in the general

resources are covered. The limitation, though, is that fact types must be expressed555

in the vocabulary using the placeholder form (e.g. ‘term verb term’) as opposed

to only the verb. However, this is considered beneficial in the development of

a formal vocabulary and is simpler than other lexical approaches that require

complex linguistic information to be specified in the lexicon.

5.3. Rule Parsing560

Once the lexicon has been populated, the definition statements and rules can

be parsed. Our parsing process is based on Holmqvist’s computational model of

Cognitive Grammar [42]. One aspect of this approach is a word-order only based

syntactic analysis that we refer to as expectation-based parsing. Grammatical

expectations (or simply expectations) of lexical entries are used to propose parses565

of a sentence. The expectations are paired with elaboration sites of semantic

structures; that is, locations in the structure where additional information can

be attached. Therefore, when applied to SBVR, object types, fact types, and the

other elements of the SBVR metamodel are the semantic structures; fact type

roles represent the elaboration sites; and the placeholders associated with the570

roles represent expectations.

Expectation-based parsing is performed iteratively with semantic accom-

modation, which combines the semantic aspects of the suggested parses into

a complete structure using model search. As such, the parsing process is non-

deterministic, which is important when dealing with controlled languages that575

allow the ambiguity of multiple interpretations for a sentence, or for natural

language in general. The result of parsing a specification is a progressively more

detailed SBVR model containing the concepts, their definitions, and associated

rules.

5.3.1. Syntactic Analysis580

The syntactic analysis is performed incrementally using the placeholders

of lexical entries as expectations to identify word combinations in a sentence

and propose possible parses (termed suggestions). In [42], only left and right

expectations were introduced, which search backward or forward for another

expression to fill it, respectively. However, since SVBR fact types can have any585

number of roles/placeholders, we introduced internal expectations that search
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within the span of the expression. This allows a more natural handling of fact

types with placeholders that appear between words as well as some keywords.

When an expectation suggests a combination with another suggestion (a single

word or a larger composition that was proposed previously), it is said to catch590

the suggestion. This catching information constitutes a parse tree, albeit not a

traditional one. Figure 8 shows an example parse tree produced by our syntactic

analysis (8a) compared to two (simplified) traditional syntactic parse trees: a

constituent tree (8b), and a dependency tree (8c). Like a constituency tree, an

expectation-based tree shows how words and phrases combine to form larger595

phrases, but like a dependency tree it more directly represents the relationships

between words. Unlike a constituency tree, the constituents are the words and

phrases themselves4 rather than an abstract representation based on parts-of-

speech. In contrast to dependency trees, the relationships between words are

of a single type (catches) with the actual relationships determined by semantic600

analysis, which may consist of more than just grammatical relations. While

parts-of-speech and grammatical relations can be represented in the semantics,

this information is not required for the construction of expectation-based parse

trees.

The suggested parses are kept track of in a suggestion list. Since the number605

of possible word combinations is exponential in the length of the sentence, the

suggestion list is kept small by ordering it using several heuristics to identify

the best suggestion and pruning off any suggestions over a maximum limit or

that are not considered good enough [42]. The initial metrics used by the

ordering heuristics include: (1) catching distance, the linear distance to the610

word/suggestion caught by an expectation; (2) binding energy, the summation

of all catching distances of a suggestion; (3) local coverage, the ratio of words in

the suggestion to words spanned by the suggestion; and (4) global coverage, the

ratio of words in the suggestion to all words of the expression encountered up to

the current point.615

We extend these heuristics with two more lexical heuristics: (1) catch weight,

and (2) caught weight. These weights are functions associated with lexical entries

and, when a catch occurs, are evaluated by the lexical entry of the suggestion that

catches another (catch weight) and by the lexical entry of the suggestion being

caught (caught weight). Due to the semantics of SBVR, certain combinations620

are more likely and others should not occur; therefore, the catch and caught

weights can promote or demote a suggestion and improve the ability for the

correct interpretation to be found early.

4The ellipses in the expectation-based parse tree represent omission of the caught expression

in the larger phrase and are used for brevity.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 8: Comparison of an expectation-based parse tree (a), a traditional constituency tree

(b), and a dependency tree (c).

Another extension we introduced is the explicit specification of required and

optional expectations. If an expectation is required, a suggestion with that625

expectation cannot be caught unless the expectation is filled (i.e. catches another

suggestion), while optional expectations do not have that restriction. Holmqvist

[42] discusses the topic of optionality of expectations in relation to completely

natural language, which leads to an indeterminate conclusion. However, in the

context of controlled languages, specifying required and optional expectations is630

practically useful to help limit the size of the suggestion list. For SBVR, the

expectations of keywords are required, while those of fact types are optional.

This has the practical benefit of allowing ellipsis and incomplete statements to

be parsed while not allowing, for example, ‘is included in’ to catch ‘exactly one’

before ‘exactly one’ catches ‘local area’ (in the rule ‘Each branch is included in635

exactly one local area’).

Whether or not a suggestion is pruned from the suggestion list is determined

by the pruning strategy. This takes into account information such as the metrics

used in sorting the suggestion list, the distance from a suggestion to the current

word being processed, the length of the suggestion list, and whether or not the640
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suggestion has been successfully accommodated. The pruning strategy currently

in use is based on the suggestions made by Holmqvist [42] with extensions to our

catch and caught weight functions and to the concept of important suggestions.

A suggestion is considered important if it is large (which we define as consisting

of six or more elements) and has unfilled right expectations. This is necessary to645

cope with rules consisting of a large number of nested restrictions since, without

it, suggestions early on may be pruned before they can catch the complete nested

structure. The pruning strategy is as follows:

• Suggestions that fail semantic accommodation are pruned.

• Unimportant suggestions with a global coverage < 0.5 and distance to the650

current word > 3–9 (scales up as the length of the sentence increases) are

pruned.

• Suggestions whose catch or caught weight function results in a value < 0.1

are pruned.

This approach provides a flexible means of performing syntactic analysis that655

is generic with respect to the semantics. Since it is driven purely by word order

and the grammatical expectations of the known lexical entries, it can handle a

variety of inputs including fragments of text that are not complete sentences or

phrases. Whether or not any meaning can be derived from such fragments is left

to the semantic analysis. Due to the incremental nature of the analysis, such660

fragments are routinely provided with (partial) meaning that is combined with

other suggestions in later iterations.

5.3.2. Semantic Analysis

The suggestions derived by the syntactic analysis are forwarded to the

semantic accommodation process. This process determines whether or not a665

suggestion is admissible in the SBVR semantics. The parse tree and the partial

SBVR model for each suggestion is provided to the semantic analysis. The

SBVR model contains the evoked semantic structures, while the parse tree adds

constraints to reduce the search space.

Rather than the numerous processes for accommodation discussed in [42],670

we utilise knowledge-based configuration as model search, which subsumes many

of the disambiguation processes required for accommodation such as word-sense

disambiguation and co-reference resolution. Using configuration for parsing has

been shown to be an effective and flexible technique by [43] and [33], in which

traditional parse trees were generated by the configuration of property grammars.675

However, we go further by performing configuration on the SBVR model directly,

which ensures that parsed sentences are semantically sound based on the existing
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domain knowledge, rather than just syntactically or grammatically correct. For

example, the configuration of rules using the fact type ‘branch has country’

is only successful if branches (including more specific types of branches, e.g.680

receiving branches) and countries are referred to in the appropriate roles.

In our approach, the SBVR metamodel acts as the configuration model and

the configuration goal is provided by the partial SBVR models and parse trees

produced by the expectation-based syntactic analysis. The configurator can then

search for and generate new model elements and relationships as necessary to685

complete the transformation from the text to the SBVR model. For example,

the best suggested parse of the rule ‘. . . . .Each branch is included in . . . . . . . .exactly . . . .one local

area’ evokes the vocabulary elements as follows:

branch & local area

object types are evoked directly690

branch is included in local area

creates an atomic formulation based on the fact type, with role bindings for

the roles branch and local area

. . . . .each

creates a universal quantification and its variable695

. . . . . . .exactly. . . . .one

creates an exactly-one quantification, the variable that it introduces, and

the mandatory cardinality 1

The partial SBVR model created by the evocation of the vocabulary is

displayed in Figure 9. For brevity, only the relevant elements of the vocabulary700

are included. The constraints provided by the parse tree restrict the search space

for the configurator and allows it arrive at the desired configuration(s). The

complete configuration for the example is shown in Figure 10.

5.4. Error Analysis and Correction

So far we have only discussed successful configuration, which results in incre-705

mentally building a complete and (internally) consistent semantic representation

of a business specification as each rule is processed. However, if the configuration

fails then the suggested parse is considered either ungrammatical in terms of

SBVR’s semantics or inconsistent with the current domain knowledge contained

in the model. If all suggested parses fail then feedback is provided to the user710

as to what caused the error or inconsistency. Errors may occur for one of three

reasons: (1) there is an error in the rule or definition, for example, an incorrect

term has been used in the role of a fact type; (2) there is an error in the lexicon
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Figure 9: Partial SBVR model with evoked structures. Black bordered elements are the evoked

structures, empty boxes are elements from the vocabulary, filled boxes were created by the

evocation of the lexical entries. Dashed arrows are relations between different vocabulary

entries.

Figure 10: Desired configuration result of the example rule. Evoked structures are outlined in

black; existing vocabulary elements are empty boxes; elements created through evocation are

filled boxes; and relationships created by the generative constraint solver are highlighted with

a dot.

created from the vocabulary, for example, a fact type learnt as an object type; or

(3) a definition or rule has been specified informally, i.e. using terms not formally715

included in the vocabulary.

In the case that there is an error in the rule or definition (assuming correct

vocabulary), alternative lexical entries can be tested to see if they fit “better”.

This can be done by relaxing the appropriate parse tree constraint and using the

configurator to search for the possible compatible lexical entries. For example,720
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for the erroneous rule ‘. . . . .Each rental organisation unit is included in . . . . . . .exactly. . . . .one

local area’, the configuration of the model with relaxed parse tree constraints

would suggest that ‘rental organisation unit’ be changed to ‘branch’ instead (due

to the fact type ‘branch is included in local area’). Since not all of the parse tree

constraints would be relaxed ‘local area’ would not be suggested because there725

is no fact type ‘local area is included in local area’.

Types of errors that might occur in the learnt lexicon have been discussed in

Section 5.2, many of which can be identified or corrected by using a combination

of configuration and analysis of the parse tree. By relaxing the parse tree

constraints and adding constraints to prevent connections to existing vocabulary730

elements, a semantic structure can be generated that will suggest what type of

lexical entry should occur as part of the rule. For example, if the object type

‘local area’ were incorrectly learnt as an individual concept, the rule ‘. . . . .Each local

area is included in . . . . . . .exactly. . . . .one operating company’ would not be configured

correctly. However, by removing the constraints associated with ‘local area’735

and preventing connections to existing vocabulary, we can use the configurator

to generate a possible solution including an object type appropriately connected

to other elements of the SBVR model. This “new” vocabulary element could

then be suggested to the user as a correction to ‘local area’.

Analysis of the parse trees and suggestion list itself may also be necessary to740

identify and correct errors. If, for example, the fact type ‘is included in’ has been

learnt with the incorrect number of roles and placeholders, then the suggestion

list for the rule ‘ . . . . .Each local area is included in . . . . . . .exactly. . . .one operating company’

could be analysed to help determine where the placeholders should be. In this

rule, the keywords quantify the object types that are the placeholders for the fact745

type and clearly delineate the second placeholder. Therefore, if the second role

were not present then the suggestion list would appear as in Figure 11, where

there is no suggestion that covers the entire sentence. Instead there are two

“large”, disjoint suggestions. This indicates that there should be a second fact

type role and associated object type for ‘operating company’. If, on the other750

hand, ‘local area’ were omitted from the vocabulary then it would be uncertain

as to whether the placeholder between ‘ . . . . .Each’ and ‘ . . . . . . .exactly. . . .one’ is ‘local’, ‘local

area’, ‘local area is’, or ‘local area is included’. In that case, automatic correction

is unlikely; however, the user can still be given advice that a role or object type

may be missing. Any changes or suggested corrections are marked and presented755

for the user to review.

Finally, a definition may be specified informally, while rules should always

be specified formally. Therefore, an informal rule indicates missing vocabulary

and we can automatically attempt to create lexical entries for unknown words

using the configurator as discussed above. However, since definitions can be760
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Figure 11: Example suggestion list with disjoint suggestions

intentionally informal we do not automatically generate lexical entries. Instead,

informal definitions can be presented to the user for review, with the option to

mark them as intentionally informal or to create the lexical entry for them (if

the suggested lexical entry is correct).

This capacity to provide detailed feedback to the user on errors and inconsis-765

tencies is an important feature of our approach, which is not present in many

other approaches. It is critical for the formalisation of specifications by business

users as technical modelling knowledge is not required. Moreover, it supports

the revision of less restricted language into a more restricted, less ambiguous,

controlled form: SBVR SE in this case.770

6. Evaluation

In this section we present an experimental analysis of our process on part

of the EU-Rent case study extracted from the SBVR specification [1, Annex

E]. The analysis investigates several aspects. First, we evaluate the accuracy

of the vocabulary learning process. Secondly, we evaluate the parsing accuracy775

on the structural rules of the included sections. This is followed by execution

time experiments on a pair of prototypical rules, for the configuration separately

and the process as a whole. Finally, we perform an analysis of the errors in the

output.

Of the EU-Rent case study we used the first 6 sections of vocabulary (out780

of 11) for the experiments described here. This decision was based primarily

on the time taken to create the gold standard annotations, which is an ongoing

process. However, the sections used for these experiments demonstrate a variety

of phenomena occurring in SBVR-based specifications, including: rules of varying

length and complexity; a number of different logical operations (e.g. ‘and’, ‘if785

and only if’); and higher-order logic through the categorisation of concepts by

others. The experiments are performed on each section individually and then

as a combined document. This provides some indication of the performance on

business specifications of varying sizes and level of ambiguity. The documents

are provided in plain-text, i.e. no markup and no special formatting; however,790
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the SBVR SE structure is preserved. Each test is run without any automatic

correction of the vocabulary or rules in order to get a baseline of CLUE for

SBVR. Future work will perform experiments on error handling and correction

of the specification.

In the evaluation we use the standard measures of precision, recall, and795

F1-score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) to determine the accuracy

of our approach. These measures are calculated by comparing the annotations

of the document produced by CLUE against manually created gold standard

annotations.

The gold annotations were manually created by a single person based on the800

EU-Rent case study, where the text styling indicates the correct interpretation

of a term. In the syntactic analysis, multiple correct parses are possible, which

may lead to different, but equally correct, semantic compositions. In these cases,

a single candidate was chosen for the gold standard that reflected the desired

properties: for example, certain parses are expected to be preferred due to the805

catch/caught weights of keywords. In certain cases, SBVR permits the existence

of different models representing the same meaning, in these cases only one was

chosen for inclusion in the gold standard.

The comparison is performed automatically by the evaluation framework of

the GATE tool. Precision (P), recall (R), and F1 are defined as follows:810

P =
nc

np
, R =

nc

ng
, F1 =

2nc

np + ng
,

where nc is the number of correct annotations, np is the number of produced

annotations, and ng is the number of annotations in the gold standard. Partially

correct annotations are considered incorrect.

6.1. Vocabulary Learning

The results of the vocabulary learning are summarised in Table 1 and show815

the number of gold standard annotations, precision, recall, and F1-score of each

of the major categories (object type, individual concept, and fact type) as well as

the total number of concepts, precision, recall, and F1-score.

There are exactly 200 terms in the vocabulary of the sections processed;

almost half of which are object types, approximately one third are fact types,820

with the remainder individual concepts. The overall accuracy (F1-score) of 98%,

with the lowest scoring category (fact types) at 96%, is excellent considering

verbs (which roughly correspond to fact types) are typically more difficult to

learn than nouns (i.e. object types and individual concepts). The high accuracy of

fact types is primarily due to the explicit method of representing them in SBVR825

by including the terms they relate, rather than the verb alone. This highlights
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Table 1: Vocabulary Learning Results

category/section 2.2.1.X 1 2 3 4 5 6 1-6

object types

# 14 10 20 11 20 19 94

P 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.86 0.99

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

F1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.99

individual concepts

# 2 0 17 14 0 4 37

P 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00

R 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00

F1 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00

fact types

# 8 8 25 7 14 7 69

P 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.86 0.86 1.00 0.97

R 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.86 0.80 0.57 0.96

F1 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.86 0.83 0.73 0.96

total

# 24 18 62 32 34 30 200

P 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.90 0.98

R 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.90 0.98

F1 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.90 0.98

the benefits of taking such an explicit approach to glossary definitions; however,

future work aims to achieve equivalent or better results while relieving the user

from the burden of such strict definitions. The lower accuracies of individual

sections are due to referencing vocabulary terms defined in other sections, which830

is rectified once they are included in the combined sections.

Overall, there are only three incorrectly learnt vocabulary entries, which are

all due to missing vocabulary. Although this missing vocabulary is defined in

the currently unprocessed sections, one of the advantages of our approach is that

it has the ability to identify missing vocabulary and suggest suitable vocabulary835

entries during the processing of definitions and rules, as discussed in Section 5.4.

Therefore, if some vocabulary is completely left out of the glossary, it does not

result in a complete failure of the parsing; the two aspects work together to

improve the completeness and correctness of the specification.

6.2. Rule Parsing840

There are two important aspects of rule parsing that need to be taken into

account for the approach to be able to meet our goals. The first is parsing

accuracy, since we aim to achieve complete and precise interpretation of the

specification. The second is execution time; since the process is viewed as semi-

automated, the parser must not take too long to parse an individual rule or845

specification.
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The parsing accuracy results are summarised in Table 2, broken down by

category of annotation. The ‘syntax tree’ category denotes the annotations that

define the catching relations or parse tree of each rule, while the remaining

categories denote semantic information that identifies the correct sense of each850

word as a reference to an object type, individual concept5, fact type, or keyword.

Only the intended interpretation is included in the gold standard as annotations.

The table shows the precision, recall, and F1-score for each category and section,

as well as the combined result. In addition, the table displays the number of

rules and the number of expected annotations for each category.855

Table 2: Parsing Accuracy Results

category/section 2.2.1.X 1 2 3 4 5 6 1-6

rules # 13 8 15 8 16 20 80

object types

# 17 36 24 11 75 43 206

P 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.99

F1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99

individual concepts

# 17 0 20 10 1 26 74

P 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

R 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99

F1 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99

fact types

# 16 23 19 10 52 33 153

P 1.00 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.99

F1 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.99

keywords

# 23 51 32 15 111 62 294

P 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.91

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.99

F1 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.95

syntax tree

# 13 8 15 8 16 20 80

P 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

F1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

total

# 86 118 110 54 255 184 807

P 1.00 0.92 0.98 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.96

R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.99

F1 1.00 0.96 0.99 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.98

As shown in Table 2, the accuracy of the system is excellent (overall F1-

5In the interpretation of a sentence, individual concept references include references to object

types where the concept itself is the referent, rather than things of that type.
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score of 98%), with the correct interpretation of almost every rule being found

(99% recall). Although the results show a reduction in precision (96% overall),

this is due to finding multiple semantic solutions for some rules and, therefore,

demonstrates a desired behaviour of our approach. In a complete system, the860

alternative interpretations would be presented to the user, allowing them to

select the intended interpretation with which to update the specification. It

should be reiterated that these results are achieved by assuming a correct lexicon

and that future work will investigate the error handling capabilities of the system.

However, it shows that if the lexicon can be learnt correctly, our approach is865

capable of determining the correct formal model of rules using that vocabulary.

The one exception preventing a result of 100% recall occurred in section

2.2.1.5 of the case study. As can be seen from the 100% recall of the syntax

annotations for that section, the rule was correctly parsed syntactically; however,

the configuration process was unable to find a semantically sound interpretation870

of the rule. This is due to the rule using an amount with a unit of measure,

where the amount is incompatible with the type of the relationship, which is

defined in relation to the unit of measure itself. Further investigation is needed

to determine whether or not this is an issue with our mappings to SBVR, or if it

is a problem with SBVR itself6.875

Although our focus is currently on accuracy rather than the efficiency of

our implementation, it is important to consider the execution time of our

approach. For these experiments we evaluate CLUE on two example rules: a

short, simple rule with limited ambiguity (1), and a longer more complex rule

with nested restrictions and greater ambiguity (2). In addition, the execution880

time is reported on a minimal vocabulary needed to parse each rule, as well as a

combined vocabulary to estimate the effects of a larger vocabulary model and

the added ambiguity due to polysemy.

(1) Each branch is included in exactly one local area.

(2) The country that is of a branch is the country that is of the operating885

company that includes the local area that includes the branch.

There are three main factors influencing the execution time:

1. the time to perform the configuration, which is in turn affected by the size

of the model being configured, the number of constraints, and the number

of backtracks performed before reaching a valid configuration,890

6A similar example in the SBVR specification [1, p. 71] seems to circumvent the issue by

defining the relationship wrt. thing (the most general concept of SBVR), allowing any type

(whether it be an amount or the unit of measure) to be referenced in the relationship. Obviously,

this goes against our goal of being able to perform semantic consistency/conformance checking.
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Table 3: Configuration Time

Rule (1) Rule (2)

# Variable Assignments 267 859

# Constraints 114 434

Min. # Backtracks 9 93

Max. # Backtracks 11 118

Ave. # Backtracks 10 106

# Components Generated 6 24

Ave. Config. Time (sec) 0.08 0.42

2. the number of suggestions in the suggestion list (controlled through pruning

and early accommodation), and

3. the number of suggestions with equal ranking (caused by various ambigui-

ties, primarily polysemy).

The execution times of the two rules and related statistics are displayed in895

Tables 3 and 4, which focus on the configuration itself and the overall parsing

process, respectively. The tests were performed on a worst-case situation, where

accommodation is left until the end of the rule is reached, rather than performing

it iteratively. This means there are more suggestions in the suggestion list than

necessary. There is one optimisation, however, that is polysemous lexical entries900

(i.e. same form but different meaning) are treated the same for the purpose of

generating suggestions, but different during the configuration phase. This is

shown in Table 4 through the different statistics ‘Max # Suggestions’, which is

the maximum number of suggestions that were in the suggestion list at any one

time, and ‘# Suggestions Configured’, which is the number of semantic variants905

of the top-ranked suggestion configured at the end.

The configuration results differ from a similar evaluation we performed in

previous work [44] in several respects. While the simple rule remains the same,

here we have included a second rule and an evaluation of the overall process

including the syntactic analysis rather than only the configuration. In addition,910

the configuration results show improvement due to implementation changes that

have resulted in an approximately 19-fold reduction of the number of variable

assignments required. As a result, the number of constraints evaluated and the

number of backtracks (maximum and average) required to find a solution have

decreased, ultimately leading to a large reduction in the configuration time.915

These statistics show some interesting results. First of all, the configuration

itself executes quite quickly, while the entire process takes quite a large amount

of time for the second rule. This shows that repeated configurations of the

entire sentence cause significant overhead, which incremental accommodation
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Table 4: Process Execution Time

Individual Combined

Rule (1) Rule (2) Rule (1) Rule (2)

Suggestion Time (sec) 0.01 1.34 0.01 1.55

Max. # Suggestions 11 134 11 136

# Suggestions Configured 1 16 3 20

Total Time (sec) 0.93 9.73 3.15 13.83

Seconds per Suggestion 0.93 0.61 1.05 0.69

should help to improve. Furthermore, it indicates that future effort should be920

put into minimising the number of suggestions that are accommodated. Since

many of the additional suggestions are created by treating polysemous lexical

entries as different suggestions come accommodation, the overall time could be

reduced by relaxing the catching constraint on appropriate lexical entries and

by allowing the configurator to find the appropriate one. Another possibility is925

to use parallelisation to accommodate multiple possibilities at the same time.

Secondly, the time per suggestion statistics show that less time is spent per

suggestion on the longer example than the shorter one (0.61s vs. 0.93s). At first

glance this seems odd since we know that the configuration takes longer on the

larger models. The apparent contradiction is caused by many of the alternative930

suggestions creating malformed SBVR models, which fail the configuration

process quickly.

Finally, the large discrepancy between the actual time to configure rule

(1) and the time taken for the overall processing of the rule (0.08s vs. 0.93s)

is an indication that there is a large amount of overhead in the prototype935

implementation. Approximately 60% of the time to perform the configuration is

used for the serialisation and de-serialisation of large SBVR models, due to the

loose coupling between the GATE components and the Configurator. Therefore,

future work will need to look at more tightly integrating the two aspects of the

process to reduce the overhead and obtain acceptable performance.940

6.3. Summary & Outlook

In summary, our approach shows promising results with high accuracy in

both the vocabulary learning and parsing processes. Moreover, most errors

that appear in the vocabulary learning process could be solved by analysis of

the rules and definitions, which will be investigated more fully in future work.945

Moreover, the additional interpretations lowering the precision of the parsing

results actually demonstrate a desired behaviour of our approach. Although it

is evident that the execution time needs to be improved for a full-scale system,
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there are a number of avenues that can be investigated to optimise the system

and overcome this issue.950

As the experiments are performed on SBVR SE-based specifications it is

expected that the accuracy will be reduced when performed on more unrestricted

natural language. However, one of the aims of our approach is to provide user

feedback that actively supports them in revising the specification into a more

formal form. Therefore, once the revisions have been performed, processing the955

revised specification will be consistent with the results reported here. Moreover,

as SBVR SE has been developed to be quite natural to business users, many

natural language expressions are processable in the current state of the prototype.

One notable exception is the handling of adjectives to describe properties;

however, future work will investigate the use of WordNet [45] and/or other960

lexical resources to automatically create lexical variants and mappings into the

SBVR semantics.

In performing the vocabulary learning separately from the parsing of rules

we have made the assumption that the vocabulary was correct when parsing the

rules. Obviously this is not the case as we did not achieve perfect results in the965

vocabulary learning experiments; however, we have discussed several ways in

which the errors are potentially auto-correctable and intend to experiment with

and refine this capability in the future.

Finally, we assume the existence of a well-defined glossary from which to

learn the vocabulary. While glossaries are quite common as part of business970

and technical documentation, they often include only the most important terms

but not the extra information supported by SBVR SE. This will hamper the

ability of our approach to be applied to specifications without significant effort

on the part of the user to define such a glossary. However, we believe such effort

to be beneficial considering the positive results that can be achieved through975

the automated analysis of the rules. Moreover, future work will investigate the

integration of Information Extraction approaches similar to those of [6, 22, 25,

32, 30] to suggest candidate vocabulary entries. This will reduce the manual

effort involved in defining the glossary.

7. Conclusions and Future Work980

In this paper we have demonstrated an approach to transforming natural

language business specifications into formal SBVR models keeping three goals in

mind: (1) allowing business people to create and maintain their business vocab-

ulary and rules using a flexible natural language and document structure, (2)

reducing the amount of manual effort involved in formalising the business speci-985

fications into models suitable for use in and for the development of information
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systems, and (3) supporting business users in creating well-formed sets of busi-

ness vocabularies and business rules, with resulting benefits in communicating

requirements, software quality, time-to-market, and productivity.

We argued that the unique combination of MDE, Cognitive Linguistics,990

and Knowledge-based Configuration techniques meets the criteria necessary to

achieve the stated goals. To that end, we have shown that our approach is able to

reliably produce highly accurate and complete SBVR-based formal models; firstly

by learning the vocabulary from an SBVR SE style glossary, and then by parsing

the rules using the acquired vocabulary. In the vocabulary learning experiments995

we demonstrated an F1-score of 98%, with the predominant error type able to

be identified and corrected during the parsing phase. In the parsing experiments

(using a correct vocabulary) we demonstrated an almost perfect recall of 99%,

meaning that our approach was able to produce the correct formal SBVR model

for almost every rule in the test set. For those that are not correct, the approach1000

can be used to infer repair suggestions. Moreover, the lower precision score (96%)

is a result of identifying multiple possible interpretations and demonstrates a

feature of our approach: the ability to report ambiguities to the business user

who can then select the intended interpretation, thereby, improving the clarity

of the specification.1005

A subject of future work will be to optimise the run-time performance of the

prototype. Other future work will perform experiments on the complete EU-

Rent case study; test the error-handling/-correction capabilities of our approach;

investigate expanding the controlled natural language to beyond that of SBVR

SE in order to improve its naturalness further; developing the tool and user1010

interfaces to allow customisation by non-technical experts; and investigate the

suggestion of vocabulary for specifications that do not already provide a glossary.
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